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Press release Nuremberg Fair 2015
GamesOnTrack® launches GT-SDK - a 3D position and control SW development kit with HW
components for moving toys.
GamesOnTrack A/S expands the options for development organizations, universities, and third
parties to build 3D positioning into their moving vehicles and to control these via radio. The
GT-SDK allows you to build a system with a position precision down to 10 mm. PC-SDK
contains all SW functions required for accessing distances and positions, obtaining
measurement quality as well as functions required for automatic calibration equipment for
indoor satellite systems. GT-SDK also includes an initial set of satellites and HW beacons for
moving vehicles.
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Today indoor positioning gets more and more
demanding. The component is required for
bringing moving vehicles into the virtual world of
PCs, Tablets and Smartphones. GamesOnTrack
uses a combined basis of radio and ultrasound to
obtain accuracies down to 10 mm. Our technology
allows you to expand 3D coverage to large rooms
or halls just by adding more satellites. GT-SDK
opens our SW for third parties to use the same
generic functions that we use for our own in- and
outdoor applications in use for Model Trains,
Faller Car System® Digital, LEGO® trains, etc.
We include a source code sample which you can use to build from as well as calibration HW and
senders for the moving units. GT-SDK has been applied in theatre performances with drones, indoor
healthcare and other areas outside the toy and game industry as well.
In any development project you may need help. GamesOnTrack has established an organization to
assist your development team with various services:
-

We can teach you how to do your development with reviews , web-sessions, SW upgrades, etc.
We can adjust HW and components to fit your specific requirements bringing them into your models
and moving units.
We can take on a complete SW and HW project and deliver it according to your requirements.

GT-SDK includes a free first year maintenance and upgrade service.

